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region imported less quantity at a
given price) due to the relative appreciation of the U.S. dollar and the decline of income growth in the importing region.
Figure 4 shows that if California has
a small customer whose demand has
changed, this demand shock is relatively easy to accommodate without a
large impact on the price. The same
would not necessarily be true for a demand shock within a region that was a
large customer.
We know that in general, for a
small customer, the California export
supply schedule ES,, is relatively flat
(or “price elastic” - meaning the
quantity exported is highly responsive
to small price changes). The reason is
that California exporters quickly reduce shipments to the affected region
(to match demand) and spread a little
greater supply among other large customers. With the demand curve shifting leftward along the elastic supply
curve, the impact will mostly fall on
quantity traded, rather than price. In
figure 4, the U.S. export price falls a
relatively small amount from P, to P,
and the volume of trade declines significantly from Q, to Q,.

Other ways California is different
In addition to the crisis, there were
other significant changes in the supply
and demand fundamentals during this
time period. Nonetheless, the summary trade statistics in table 1 are consistent with the conclusion that the crisis had no large negative impact on
California agriculture.
California is different from other
major agricultural states in the nation
in that California tends to export numerous high-valued commodities,
which are aimed at high-income consumers. Unlike the bulk commodities,
such as grains and oilseeds, which
were experiencing stagnant import demand growth in Asia even prior to the
crisis, demand was growing for
California’s high-valued exports. In
the 1990s, the most significant import
growth in Japan was in fruits, vegetables, and beef. This growth occurred despite the fact that Japan’s domestic production of agricultural
products remains highly protected
due to import trade barriers. For in-
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California asparagus on its way to
Japanese markets.

stance, under the semblance of
phytosanitary concerns, Japan continues to restrict the import of several
U.S. fresh fruits, vegetables, and other
horticultural crops (U.S. Trade Representative, 1998).Of course, there are
exceptions to these trade barriers that
are important to California. For example, raw cotton imports enter Japan
duty free.

Japan trade effects
The Japanese economy has been
sluggish for most of the 1990s and it
slipped into a recession (with falling
real GDP and relatively high unemployment) in 1997 and 1998. Despite a
deteriorating economic situation, the
value of Japanese agricultural imports
(in yen) did not fall significantly in recent years. According to Japanese import data, Japan’s 1997 agricultural imports totaled 4,366 billion yen, up from
4,298 billion yen in 1996. For 1998, the
figure was 4,288 billion yen. The value
of Japan’s vegetable imports grew by
6% from 1996 to 1997, and then again
by 14% from 1997 to 1998.Japanese
imports of fruits and nuts also grew
over this period. Most remarkable was
increased wine imports by Japan,
growing by an estimated 25% to 30%,
in value terms, in 1998. Wine is
California’s third most important export commodity. In 1998,Japan replaced Canada as the second largest
market for U.S. wine exports (behind
the United Kingdom). U.S. wine exports to Japan totaled $92 million in
1998. Perhaps recessions lead to high
consumption of imported California
wine!
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